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Nuclear Co-Generating Plants for Powering and Heating
to Cleaning the Warsaw's Environment

JACEK BAURSKI In 2009 the Polish Government made a decision to introduce nuclear
Economic Society power to Poland. Two nuclear power plants (NPPs) will be constructed
Polish Power Plants nearly at the same time - the first unit should start operation in 2020, and
6-14 Krucza Str. by 2030 there should be about 6000 MWe added to the national electrical
00-950 Warszawa, Poland grid. The Commissioner of the Government was nominated to introduce
jbaurski@energoprojekt.pl the Polish Nuclear Power Program (PNPP). One of the four vertically in-

tegrated - the biggest energy company (PGE - the Polish Energy Group
with headquarters in Warsaw) was appointed to prepare investments.

These activities are planned in four stages:

I. up to 31.12.2010 - The PNPP will be prepared and the program must then be accepted by the
Government.

II. 2011 - 2013 - Sites will be determined, and the contract for construction of the first NPP will
be closed.

III. 2014 - 2015 - Technical specifications will be prepared and accepted according the law.

IV. 2016 - 2020 - The first NPP in Poland will be constructed.

At present, the Government is receiving proposals from some regions of Poland asking that they be cho-
sen for the NPP.

One of the obvious locations for the NPP is a 40-kilometer vicinity of Warsaw (1.8 mln inhabitants). The
need for both electric power and heat is increasing because of the rapidly growing town. It gives the ex-
tremely valuable chance for a very high thermodynamic efficiency of 80% in co-generation instead of 33%
(max 36% for EPR-1600) for NPP generated electric power only. The Warsaw heating system has a capac-
ity of 3950 MWt and is the biggest among EU countries. It is the third biggest in the world. Two NPPs,
each of 2 x 1000 MWe could be built on the Vistula River up and down the town.

In 2005, UE calculated losses caused by gas emissions at 24 mid euro, and the span of human lives was six
months shorter in western countries and 8 months shorter in Poland. Warsaw's atmosphere is very pol-
luted also because there are four heat and power generating plants: three coal and one oil -fired. In these
plants 3.5 million tons of hard coal is burned annually.

In conclusion, nuclear power for Warsaw is a very good solution for the delivery of electricity and heat in
an environmentally responsible - zero emission - way.
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